The beautiful stop-motion looking movie I’ve seen this year. ‘Dogs’ is probably the best — has always been great. ‘Isle in his non-animated movies of the movie being the most laughable — the conclusion with action bits that are mostly as vulnerable, but is stuffed for a few scenes. The movieies like ‘Die Hard’ and it works off moments from action mov
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The original Broadway pro-

‘The Producers’ will run from July 26 at the Crocker Theatre on July 26 as part of Cabrillo Stage’s Summer Music-

Cabrillo Stage takes on ‘The Producers’
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inhabited by sickly dogs is so animation about an island
di-

The story follows Max Bi-

Max is constantly figuring out what everyone wants, so he can get what he wants,” Reber said. “It’s a mad dash ev-

‘One second I’m a tumbling newsie, the next, a feeble
d)<=

Mel Brooks’ hit comedy musical opens July 26 at the Crocker Theatre

By JESSE HOLT

Dogs, a screaming Halpert, and a mini Rudd — my favorite moments from the first half of 2018 We’ve only halfway through the year but there have already been several memorable movie moments from the batch of titles released during the first two quarters of the year. To-start, I’ve watched 22 movies on the silver screen this year, so I couldn’t have some blockbuster that I need to take care of over the next few weeks before. Once season comes around there are some of my favorite movie moments from the first half of 2018.

Oh, right. A review’s quick one: ‘Skyjacker’, starring Dwayne Johnson, exactly is what I think it is. Director Rawson Marshall Thurber directly rips think it is. Director Rawson

Mel Brooks’ hit comedy musical opens July 26 at the Crocker Theatre

“I hope the audience leaves your heart out.”

“Max is constantly figuring out what everyone wants, so he can get what he wants,” Reber said. “It’s a mad dash every time he’s on stage. It just goes for it! So, yeah, it’s been fun but extremely physical. It can be tiring.”

“Springtime for Hitler.” Reber laughed. “And Walter (Mayes), who stars in that scene — he does an amazing job. It’s so damn funny.”

Reber co-stars with Gary Scheinof, who stars in that

“The producers are complete opposites, and in that way, they balance each other out,” Nordin said. “After crying your eyes out seeing Rent, you can come back to see ‘The Producers’ and laugh your heart out.”

“The Producers” will run from July 20-Aug. 19 at the Crocker Theatre, located on the Cabrillo College campus, 6500 Soquel Drive. Ticket prices range in price from $25 depending on age, date and seating. Certain discounts are available.

“I hope the audience leaves the theater laughing and see-

‘The Producers’ and laugh

“Deadpool 2” might

Having the titular character, Deadpool, played by Ryan Reynolds, has always been great. ‘Isle

Soquel Drive. Tickets range in price from $25 depending on age, date and seating. Certain discounts are available.
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